Web software tester – QA with affinity for automation
Are you interested in automated testing, in search of new challenges and looking for a true career
growth? Join us to extend our automated testing knowledge and help us decide on the best tools and
techniques to better automate our web testing process!
Our clients vary from high-volume package-based tour operators to theme-based specialists selling
adventures for the happy few.
Online tourism is such a growing and competitive industry. As a solution provider for companies in the
travel industry, NetMatch continuously innovates and uses the latest tools and technologies.
In the Netherlands at the "Travel Website Awards 2013" an expert jury praised the inspiring, well
designed and above all the usability of one of our latest projects, the SNP website (www.snp.nl).
Link: http://www.stedentripper.com/travvies/
The NetMatch approach to testing
We value the principles of the Context-Driven school of testing, we assess each project in order to
define our test approach so you’ll have to do some or all of the activities listed below:
• Discuss the project scope and risks with the project manager and lead developer to agree on the

test mission;
• Define a test strategy and approach based on the project or release specifications. Assess and

substantiate the relevancy of a specific test technique (function-, scenario-, stress-, automatic
testing etc.);
• Discuss the details of a specific implementation with the client, requirements engineer and the
developers;
• Coordinate with other team members to make sure the testing goal and project deadline is
achieved;
• Document findings (bugs) in a comprehensive & structured way;
We need someone with B.S. degree in Computer Science and good understanding of testing
methodologies. Hands-on experience with automated testing of web applications is a big plus.
You will learn to be independent, to share your ideas and opinions, to become a specialist in testing
online large scale applications.
We offer a professional company culture where you can grow, nice people to work with, work/life
balance, good salary and complementary conditions. However, none of these make sense if you don’t
see a career growth in this.
Let’s explore this further and see if it’s a new career opportunity for you!

